Christopher E. Green, Sculptor
Artist's Statement
In principle I do not agree with an 'artist statement'. As a dyslexic, words
are not my ideal method of communication, I prefer instead to let my

work communicate my ideas rather than compromise the
meaning with words that may not convey my true intent of
the work.
My ideas come from a variety of sources but mostly the every day
environment, be it nature, man-made objects or structures, and I often use
people interacting with these forces. With stainless steel I try to convey
simple lines and planes, whereas when working with stone my aim is to
produce more bold, curved forms that have interesting negative space.
An important aspect of what I do is to strip away the superfluous features
of subjects and convey their very essence without disrupting it to the point
that it has no connection to the original. My intent in using this approach is
to engage the curiosity of the viewer.
Working with stone is unpredictable. The stone has a way of its

own and will not allow the sculptor to impose his/her will
upon it entirely. In some places faults are revealed that cause the
stone to fall away unexpectedly, in some places it is harder than others, or
a buried vein of colour is revealed - this is both the joy and challenge of
working in this medium. When I begin sculpting I have a vision in my head
that I hope to achieve. This ideal vision is rarely achieved with stone due
to the unpredictability of the medium itself.
When working in stainless steel I find the results are more predictable but

the interaction of the light and the steel holds an
unpredictable and exciting dimension that can't be known until
the piece is complete. Very different effects are seen in the same piece
depending on whether it is in full daylight, or on a rainy day with raindrops
sparkling and moving, or when the setting sun reflects off snow turning the
bright steel a mellow amber or pink.
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Christopher E. Green, Sculptor
Biography

Christopher was born in London, and lived in
England until locating to New York, USA in
2007.
As a boy Christopher carved old pieces of
wood with a penknife. Now as a professional
sculptor he works predominantly in stone
and stainless steel, but has retained that
passion for sculpting that he had as a boy.
He studied fine art at Kent Institute of Art &
Design, Canterbury and then later studied at
the University of Kent, Canterbury,
[Psychology BSc (Hons)]
Chris at work in his NY studio

Christopher is a former Member of Surrey Sculptors' Society, England. He sculpts mainly
in stone and stainless steel. His work has been exhibited at the following locations in
England: Chichester Cathedral, Sussex; Borde Hill Country Park, Sussex; Royal Horticultural
Society, Wisley, Surrey; Polesden Lacey Country Park, Surrey; Royal Windsor Great Park;
King Edward Private School, Surrey. Additionally, galleries in London, Brighton, Canterbury,
Chichester and corporate exhibition at Pfizer Limited, Surrey, England.
He has also had a solo exhibit at the NOHO Gallery, Chelsea, Manhattan NY.
Christopher has done both private and corporate commissions. His corporate
commissions include a piece done for the prestigious 'Knightsbridge Apartments' opposite
Harrod's, London.
Most days he can be reached at his studio in Katonah, NY.
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Prosperina, Spanish black marble, 16”x6”, 2011

“I found a reddish-brown vein in this hard black stone and somehow it
reminded me of Bernini's incredible sculpture “The Rape of
Prosperina”. I had a vision of the indentation his hand would
have left in her shoulder as Bernini sculpted.”
~Christopher Green
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Sunflower, stainless steel, 2'4”x16”, 2007

“I became obsessed with Fibonacci numbers and the golden ratio―the
universal forms of symmetry expressed in nature, even in the
arrangement of the seeds in a sunflower.” ~Christopher Green
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